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Abstract
It is not quite possible to use manual methods to process the huge amount of structured and
semi-structured data. This study aims to solve the problem of processing huge data through
machine learning algorithms. We collected the text data of the company’s public opinion through
crawlers, and use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) algorithm to extract the keywords of the text,
and uses fuzzy clustering to cluster the keywords to form different topics. The topic keywords will
be used as a seed dictionary for new word discovery. In order to verify the efficiency of machine
learning in new word discovery, algorithms based on association rules, N-Gram, PMI, and Word2vec
were used for comparative testing of new word discovery. The experimental results show that the
Word2vec algorithm based on machine learning model has the highest accuracy, recall and F-value
indicators.
Keywords: text, LDA, fuzzy clustering, thesaurus, Word2vec, machine learning.

1

Introduction

Text is composed of sentences consisting of continuous words and punctuation. Segmentation is
usually the first step in natural language processing tasks such as text classification and clustering,
sentiment analysis, and topic recognition. The effect of segmentation will directly affect the accuracy
of Chinese text processing. New words can cause segmentation errors. Recognizing new words is of
great significance to other natural language processing tasks. The emergence of new words reduces the
coverage of the dictionary and makes analysis difficult. Existing researches on dictionaries mainly focus
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on the construction of sentiment dictionaries. Blei et al. [4] proposed an implicit Dicrete’s probabilistic
topic model LDA in 2003. It formally introduced topics in the form of hidden variables for the first
time to form a three-layer Bayesian model. Close to the PLSI model, the topics selected by LDA are
not bound by the text of the training set. It is a completely unsupervised machine learning algorithm
that clusters based on multiple topics. At the same time, the text can be reduced in dimension to
obtain the text representation in the topic dimension, which can make the machine learning algorithm
execute more efficiently. After the birth of LDA, different forms of expansion appeared. In 2004,
Blei proposed a hierarchical LDA of a tree structure, where each tree node represents a topic [10].
In 2006, Blei considered the disadvantage of irrelevant LDA topics and proposed Correlated Topic
Model (CTM) [6]. Wang added time attributes to the LDA model, and built a topic model where
topics change with time [19]. Griffiths et al. considered the rigorous word exchange hypothesis in this
model and proposed to obtain sentence structure information through HMM, use LDA to construct
semantic relations, and combine the two to propose the HMM-LDA model [11]. Blei et al. proposed
the Supervised Latent Dirichlet Allocation (sLDA) model for the poor performance of unsupervised
clustering LDA model in text classification. This model introduced text labeling into the LDA model,
and label compliance and topic probability distribution. For the normal linear distribution, the model
can be imported to get the new text category [15]. Li used the LDA algorithm to perform topic mining
on railway complaint texts [14].
The research on dictionary construction mainly focuses on the construction of emotional dictionaries. At present, most common emotional dictionaries are manually created by scholars, and most
authoritative emotional dictionaries are mostly English emotional dictionaries, such as General Inquirer [13], Opinion Lexicon [3], Senti-WordNet and Q-WordNet [2]. There are currently three new
word discovery methods. The first is a new word discovery method based on rules; the second is a new
word discovery method based on statistics; the third is a new word discovery method based on rules
and statistics. There are three methods for automatically building the sentiment dictionary, a knowledge base-based method, a corpus-based method, and a combination of a corpus and a knowledge base.
Hu et al. extended the sentiment dictionary by considering the synonymous and antonymous relationships of words in WordNet [13]. Andreevskaia et al. extended the sentiment dictionary through the
meaning of words in the dictionary WordNet and the relationship between different words [1]. Hassan et al. calculated the semantic similarity between different words through the dictionary WordNet,
constructed semantic maps between different words, and finally obtained the word polarity through
the graph-related algorithm [12].
Dictionary Word2vec is a set of deep learning toolkits that represent words in documents as word
vectors, released by Google in 2013. Through training corpus, multi-dimensional real number vectors of
words are obtained [16]. On this basis, the distance between word vectors can be calculated to measure
their similarity [17]. At present, scholars often use the Word2Vec tool to study text clustering, synonym
recognition, machine translation, and topic extraction [8]. It is found that public opinion classification
needs to mine the topics of corporate public opinion texts and classify public opinion texts according
to certain rules. The most important ones are the extraction of public opinion keywords and the
establishment of public opinion dictionaries. Subsequent public opinion classification and prediction
accuracy can be higher.
Common sentiment dictionaries include thesaurus such as HowNet sentiment dictionary and Dalian
Institute of Technology’s sentiment ontology library, which only covers thousands of Chinese words.
There is no clear method or model for dictionary construction in professional fields, and text analysis
in professional fields still needs improvement. In this paper, a text of corporate public opinion is taken
as an example to build a model of text keyword extraction, clustering, topic mining, and new word
discovery based on machine learning algorithms. First, the public opinion text data of six companies
with significant public opinion dissemination are obtained through a web crawler program. Second,
these text data are pre-processed to form text data that can be analyzed. Third, the LDA algorithm is
used to initially extract the topic keywords, and keywords are clustered to perform topic classification
based on fuzzy clustering algorithm, and it compares different new word discovery algorithms and
expands the keyword thesaurus of corporate public opinion based on the seed dictionary. Finally,
machine Learning Model of Text Thesaurus is constructed.
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3

Machine Learning Models

The machine learning model of corporate Internet public opinion topic mining and thesaurus construction mainly includes the collection of public opinion texts, data preprocessing, text de-duplication,
word segmentation, and de-duplication stop words. The pre-processed text uses the LDA algorithm
to obtain the keywords and the fuzzy clustering to get the topic classification of public opinion texts.
These keywords will be used as a seed dictionary for new word discovery. The Word2vec algorithm is
used to form public opinion vocabulary into word vectors, and pre-train 7 million public opinion texts
to form a public opinion text pre-training model. Based on the original seed dictionary, new word
discovery is used to expand keywords to form a corporate public opinion lexicon, machine learning
model is finally constructed (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Machine learning model

2.1

LDA

LDA topic model belongs to the typical model of topic mining in natural language processing. It is
a three-layer Bayesian probability generation model based on probability map. The main idea of the
LDA topic model is to assume that each document in the document set is composed of multiple topics,
and each topic is a polynomial distribution of multiple words on a fixed vocabulary. The purpose is to
use efficient probability inference algorithms to process large-scale data. To extract potential topics
from a text corpus and provide a method for quantifying research topics. This method has been widely
used in various topic discovery, such as hotspot mining, topic evolution, and trend prediction.
The terms of LDA was defined as follows [21]: A document is a sequence of N words denoted
by w = (w1 , w2 , ..., wn ) where wn is the nth word in the sequence, and a corpus is a collection of M
documents denoted by D = {d1 , d2 , ..., dM }; Since the process to generate the topic for M documents
are independent of one another, we can have M conjugated structures and the generative process of
probabilistic of topics in corpus is as follows:
M
M
→
→
Y
Y
∆(−
n m +−
α)
→
→
→
→
p(−
z |−
α) =
p(−
z m |−
α )=
.
−
→
∆( α )
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m=1

(1)

The process to generate words for K topics are independent of one another, we can have K conju-
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gated structures and the probabilistic of words in corpus is as follows:
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Thus, within a document, the probability distribution over words specified by the LDA model is
given as follows:
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LDA is an unsupervised machine learning method, which can effectively describe the relationship
between the document, the topics contained in the document, and the vocabulary contained in the
topic, reflecting the underlying semantics in the document. This method uses the co-occurrence
features of the terms in the text to mine the subject features of the text without any prior knowledge
about the text. In addition, the LDA topic model can map text from the “document-vocabulary”
high-dimensional space to the “document-topic” and “topic-vocabulary” low-dimensional space, and
has very powerful dimensionality reduction capabilities. This is very valuable in an era of huge
data dimensions. At present, this model has a large number of applications in the fields of image
classification, text sentiment classification, recommendation system, automatic abstraction and other
fields.

2.2

Fuzzy clustering

Cluster analysis is a mathematical method for classifying things according to certain requirements.
The actual classification problem is often accompanied by ambiguity, so the clustering problem is more
accurately solved by fuzzy mathematics. In practical fuzzy clustering problems, cluster analysis based
on fuzzy equivalence relations and cluster analysis based on fuzzy pseudo-order relations are mainly
used. Among them, the former is more commonly used.
{X1 , X2 , ..., Xn } is the entire classified object, and each object xi is represented by a set of data
{xi1 , xi2 , ..., xin }. Establish a fuzzy similarity relationship R on x, R can be expressed as a fuzzy
similarity matrix R = (rij )n×n , where the similarity between xi and xj rij can be specified by one of
the following methods according to the actual situation.
Quantity product:

 1, i = j,
m
P
rij =
(4)
xik xjk )/M, i 6= j,
 (
k=1

where M is an appropriate positive number and satisfies
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where x̄i = m
k=1 xik , x¯j = m
k=1 xjk . Others are maximum and minimum method, arithmetic
mean minimum method, geometric mean minimum method, absolute value index method and so on.
Which one of the above methods is chosen depends on the characteristics of the actual problem [7].

P

P
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This article collects the text data of the company’s public opinion through crawlers, uses the LDA
algorithm to extract the keywords of the text, and develops fuzzy clustering to cluster the keywords
to form different topics. The topic keywords will be used as a seed dictionary for new word discovery.

3
3.1

Data source and preprocessing
Data acquisition

The objects collected in this study are those companies that have major Internet public opinion
incidents and have experienced major untrustworthy behaviors such as operational difficulties, arrears,
and breach of contract in actual operations [5, 9]. The negative information on the Internet public
opinion of these companies was collected (Table 1).
Table 1: Objects collected by Internet public opinion
Company Name
Industry
Main problem
LeTV
The Internet Debt crisis
OFO
The Internet Debt crisis
Storm video
The Internet Arrest of legal representative
Kangmei Pharmaceutical
Pharmacy
Arrest of legal representative
Shenzhen Hemei Group Co. Ltd.
Retail
Note 1*
Shenwu Environmental Technology Co. Ltd. Environment Note 2**
* Note 1: Significant decline in performance, inclusion in the list of dishonest performers, suspected violation
of information and laws.
** Note 2: Huge losses, financial fraud, and information disclosure violations.

3.2

Data collection methods

The corporate public opinion data is collected using crawler software. The collected online public
opinion information sources include WeChat, Weibo, forums, government websites, news websites,
industry forums and other information sources.
Table 2: Collected information of corporate public opinion (PO)
Company Name
LeTV
OFO
Storm video
Kangmei Pharmaceutical
Shenzhen Hemei Group Co. Ltd.
Shenwu Environmental Technology Co. Ltd.

PO collection time period
2014-2019
2018.6-2019.4
2018.8-2019.9
2018.8-2019.9
2018.8-2019.9
2018.8-2019.9

Collecting PO
70000
7200
2395
1515
5996
3601

The collected content includes title, link, news source and time. The collected content is shown in
Figure 2.

3.3

Data processing

Obtaining standard comment information is only a prerequisite for cleaning public opinion information, and it is necessary to process the standard comment again, that is, word segmentation and
labeling. Unlike English, we do not use spaces or punctuation to distinguish words in Chinese. This requires Chinese word segmentation technology to accurately extract Chinese words from uninterrupted
Chinese character strings. At the same time, relevant information such as part of speech should be
extracted. For example, after judging a word as an adjective, you can also extract the adverbs nearby
to judge the strength or emotion of the adjective. Generally speaking, the more authoritative system
for analyzing Chinese morphology is the Jieba word segmentation system, which is also a widely used
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Figure 2: Sample public opinion data collection
word segmentation technology. The system supports Chinese word segmentation, can also tag parts
of speech, recognize new words, and recognize named entities.
Jieba’s word segmentation results are as follows:
/ w, ofo / nx, why / ryv, repeated / d, trapped / vi, capital chain / nz, crisis / n, rumor / n,? / w, David / nr,
also / d, can / v, "/ w, willful / a," / w, how long is / ryt,? / w,] / w, since / p, ofo / nx, rejection of / v, Didi
/ q, of / ude1, acquisition of / v, offer / v, since / f, / w, about / vn, ofo / nx, / ude1, negative / b, message
/ n, / d, / d from time to time, / v, appears. / w, with / p, motorcycle / b, worship / v, be / pbei, beauty /
b, group / n, purchase / v, / w, harrow / nz, bicycle / n, input / v, ali / nt, embrace / n, / w, one-hearted /
d, want / v, maintain / v, independent / a, status / n, / ude1, ofo / nx, / w, how / ryv, talent / n, avoid / v,
repeatedly / d, fall into / v, funding chain / nz, crisis / n, / ude1, rumor / n,? / w

In general, the storage format of various texts is very different, and the text may have noisy
information, the system must preprocess the text to make the text meet the input requirements of the
classifier.
1. De-duplication of raw data
Due to the existence of a large amount of duplicate or similar text data in corporate public opinion,
the original data is pre-processed initially and the duplicate data is de-duplicated.
2. Text segmentation
This research uses the Jieba word segmentation algorithm. Its main functions are: Chinese word
segmentation, part-of-speech tagging, recognition of new words, entity name recognition, etc. The
word segmentation accuracy is high, and the recall rate of new word recognition based on role tagging
is higher than 90%, and the part-of-speech tagging and word segmentation processing speed reaches
543.5KB/s. The word segmentation stage is to perform Chinese word segmentation, part-of-speech
tagging for each text, and output its results in a prescribed format. Because some special vocabulary algorithms cannot be directly identified, during the word segmentation process, some special
words such as "Little Yellow Car" and "Davi" are manually labeled to establish a word segmentation
dictionary.
3. Filter stop words
In the word collection obtained in the word segmentation stage, many words are meaningless.
The impact of these words on the analysis work can be ignored, but if these words are not used as
text feature words, Bringing large errors to text classification results, these words are often referred
to as stop words in this article. Removed words marked as part of speech: orientation, preposition,
quantifier, auxiliary, punctuation, non-morpheme. These words are like, "Yeah, this, if, that, then." If
these words are added to the text analysis, it will increase the cost of our text analysis. Therefore, we
introduce a stop-word dictionary and remove these stop-words in the process of word segmentation.
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According to all available resources, various stop-word lists such as “HIT’s Stop Words Thesaurus”,
“Sichuan University Machine Learning Intelligent Laboratory Stop Thesaurus”, and Baidu’s Stop
Words will be organized to focus on extracting Chinese Words (instead of a large number of English
words and Chinese punctuation marks) came out of a more comprehensive vocabulary, with a total of
1598 stop words.

4

Fuzzy clustering for public opinion topics

4.1

Topic extraction

Before feature fusion, we first need to extract features from the text. In the following, feature
extraction is performed on the text in two ways. Topic features are extracted using the LDA topic
model, and then word2vec is used to lexicalize the topics into word vectors. Because the original
feature data of the LDA model is a bag-of-words model, a bag-of-words model is required before
extracting topic features. LDA is a three-layer Bayesian model. The first and second layers represent
the probability distribution of topics under the document, and the second and third layers represent
the probability distribution of terms under the topic (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Bayesian model of LDA
In Figure 3, α and β are Dirichlet prior hyper parameters; the words in document M will be
clustered into Z topics, for each topic Z ∈ {1, 2, ..., k}, and sample distribution is φk ∼ Direchlet(β).
Bayesian model is as follows [17]:
1. Choose N ∼ P ossion(ξ)
2. Choose a topic distribution θ ∼ Direchlet(α)
3. For each of word wm,n in m th document:
(a) Choose a topic of the word Zm,n ∼ M ultinomial(θm )
(b) Choose a word wm,n ∼ M ultinimial(φzm,n )
We get the following results based on fuzzy clustering algorithm:
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0, ’0.155 * "Video" + 0.080 * "Initiated" + 0.076 * "Project" + 0.041 * "Previous" + 0.028 * "Recommended" +
0.026 * "This year" + 0.021 * "Title" + 0.021 * "Youku" + 0.020 * "Nobody" + 0.017 * "Domestic" ’ 1, ’0.144 *
"Problem" + 0.073 * "True" + 0.057 * "Credit" + 0.053 * "Now" + 0.045 * "Solved" + 0.022 * "Done" + 0.020
* "Maintenance" + 0.016 * "Daily "+ 0.015 *" Xiaobian "+ 0.011 *" below "’ 2, ’0.311 * "Shareholder" + 0.166
* "WeChat" + 0.092 * "Fund" + 0.047 * "Exposure" + 0.042 * "Display" + 0.017 * "Brand" + 0.017 * "Cool" +
0.015 * " Multi-site "+ 0.010 *" Company announcement "+ 0.007 *" Picture "’ 3, ’0.127 * "Published" + 0.067
* "Payment" + 0.052 * "" + 0.041 * "Encounter" + 0.040 * "Media" + 0.037 * "Data" + 0.025 * "Corruption"
+ 0.021 * " House Leakage "+ 0.018 *" Frender "+ 0.017 *" Recent "’, 4, ’0.086 * "Disputes" + 0.059 * "Half
year" + 0.056 * "Billion dollars" + 0.042 * "This house" + 0.030 * "Late" + 0.017 * "Drag" + 0.016 * "Shuffle"
+ 0.015 * "One Out" + 0.015 * "Approach" + 0.012 * "Internet Biography" ’ 5, ’0.547 * "100 million yuan" +
0.081 * "goodwill" + 0.046 * "font size" + 0.026 * "look" + 0.015 * "maintenance" + 0.011 * "fall" + 0.008 *
"hurry up" + 0.008 * "Finance Network" + 0.004 * "Let’s wait and see" + 0.004 * "About 100 million" ’ 6, ’0.128
* "Smart" + 0.071 * "Super" + 0.058 * "Burst" + 0.055 * "Economic Network" + 0.037 * "Someone" + 0.033
* "Cause" + 0.030 * "Tesla" + 0.015 * "attribution" + 0.015 * "channel" + 0.014 * "list" 7, ’0.214 * "Received"
+ 0.076 * "Reporter" + 0.073 * "Partner" + 0.053 * "Securities Daily" + 0.011 * "Burning money" + 0.011 *
"Follow the trend" + 0.009 * "Business newspaper" + 0.009 * "No solution" + 0.009 * "Foundation" + 0.008 *
"Suppress" 8, ’0.289 * "Executive" + 0.106 * "Roll-call" + 0.074 * "Since the month" + 0.022 * "Block" + 0.012
* "Clarification" + 0.009 * "Management" + 0.007 * "Home" + 0.006 * "Suspect" + 0.005 * "Entrepreneur" +
0.004 * "sunyuchen" ’ 9, ’0.410 * "listed company" + 0.080 * "default" + 0.070 * "one quarter" + 0.011 * "chicken
feathers" + 0.011 * "web news" + 0.010 * "billions" + 0.008 * "yesterday" + 0.007 * "call it" + 0.006 * "smooth"
+ 0.005 * "order" ’ 10, ’0.107 * "fund" + 0.093 * "headline" + 0.087 * "ten billion" + 0.079 * "internet" + 0.053
* "multiple" + 0.029 * "only" + 0.018 * "sing empty" + 0.016 * "Focus" + 0.015 * "Include" + 0.014 * "One
step" ’

4.2

Subject fuzzy clustering results

In recent years, due to the development of the Internet, corporate information disclosure is more
rapid and faster than ever. The use of corporate Internet public opinion information as an indicator
of corporate credit evaluation has received increasing attention from scholars in this field. There are
few existing researches on the subject classification. In this paper, keywords are obtained based on
LDA, and fuzzy clustering methods are used to aggregate 9 subject categories, including operations,
employees, funds, justice, capital, corporate negative news, and regulatory punishment, founders and
management, corporate credit, etc. The specific classification is shown in Table 3.

5
5.1

Word2vec-based thesaurus machine learning model construction
Word vectors

Computers cannot directly understand human languages. When dealing with natural language
problems, scholars have used some features in the text to cleverly map them into digitized dimensional
sequences. Google opened Word2vec in 2013 to train word vectors, which can express words in the
form of vectors. The W ord2vec model contains two types of word vector learning structure models:
Skip-Gram and CBOW (Continuous Bag of Words Model) models. Both structures include an input
layer, a mapping layer, and an output layer. When it is determined that the number of words w
context words is n, the Skip-Gram model predicts the context of the current word. The CBOW model
uses contextual vocabulary to predict the current word (Figure 4). Skip-Gram model predicts the
context based on the current word, given the word sequence W = {w1 ,w2 ,...wm }, the model maximizes
the average log probability as:
l(W ) =

X
1 XM
log p(wm+i /wm ),
m=1
M
−L≤i≤L

(8)

where L is the size of the context window.
The CBOW model predicts target words by specifying window words, given a word sequence
W = {w1 ,w2 ,...wm }, the model maximizes the average log probability as:
l(W ) =

−L
1 MX
log p(wi /wi−L , ..., wi+L ).
M i=L

(9)
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Table 3: Types and keywords of clustering results
Topic

Topic category

Topic1

Operation

Topic2

Employee

Topic3

Funds

Topic4

Judicial

Topic5

Capital

Topic6

Corp. negative news

Topic7

Regulatory penalties

Topic8

Management negative

Topic9

Negative credit

Topic keywords
Bankruptcy, stoppages, emptying, layoffs, dilemmas, stagnation, dismissal,
struggling, sinking, bad debt, defeat, defeat, winter, collapse, failure, loss of
debt, debt collection, embezzlement, dissatisfaction, empty numbers,
difficulties, life extension, bump, stop, shrink
Rights protection, wages, wages, reporting, arrears of wages, compensation,
complaints, banners, disputes, arrears, names of affiliated companies, payroll,
comfort, claims, severance, resignation, layoffs, goodwill, debt collection,
dumping, layoff
Deposit,debt, crisis, arrears, cash flow, funds
Lawyer
letter, case, legal representative, prosecution, enforced person, court,
application, Lao Lai, judgment, claim, lawsuit, arrest, filing, law, rights
protection, freeze, violation, breach of trust, breach of law, suspect, charge,
overdue, fraud seized
Mergers
and acquisitions, acquisition, unicorn, equity, pledge, shrinking, financing,
evaporation, stock price, liquidation, falling, limit, falling back, continuous
board, flight, cash cut, liquidation, backdoor, collapse, delisting, clearance
Bearish, manipulation, decline, repurchase, hollowing out, reduction, cash,
shareholder name
Smeared,
survived, finished, negative news, cool, shocking, rumors, bursts, unexpected,
urgent, dark, clarification, scandal, worst, failure, storm, halberd, fall,
black list, shelling, stinking
Punishment,
warning, fine, inquiry, notification of criticism, investigation, ticket, heavy
penalty, prohibition of employment, prohibition of entry, supervision,
interview, CSRC, China Consumers Association, MIIT,
Shenzhen Stock Exchange, Shanghai Stock Exchange
Runaway,
leave, responsibility, sale, self-help, kick out, name of manager
False,
liar, question, doubt, true and false, deceived, doubt, inquiry, scam, flicker,
crisis of trust, recidivism, nonsense, tearing, trap, blacklist, broken faith,
executed

Figure 4: Principle of Word2vec algorithm
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Steps for network calculation:
• Input layer: onehot of the context word. (Assuming the word vector space dim is V and the
number of context words is C)
• All onehots are multiplied by the shared input weight matrix W (V · N matrix, N is a number
set by yourself, and the initialization weight matrix W )
• The resulting vector (note the result of multiplying the onehot vector by the matrix) is added
and averaged as the hidden layer vector, with size 1 · N .
• Multiplied by the output weight matrix W 0 {N · V }
• The vector {1 · V } is obtained by processing the activation function to obtain the V-dim probability distribution PS: because it is onehot, each dimension represents a word, and the word
indicated by the index with the highest probability is the predicted middle word (Target word)
• Compared with onehot of true label, the smaller the error, the better. loss function (generally a
cross-entropy cost function)
Use the public opinion keywords in the seed dictionary as seed words, bring them into the trained
word vector, query for words similar to the seed word, and select the first five similar words as
synonyms to be included in the dictionary. These words will also be used as seeds again. Words to
get more synonyms, take "false" as an example, and use the new word recognition algorithm to get
the top 5 synonyms, as shown in Table 4.

No
1
2
3
4
5

Table 4: Word similarity
Word
Similarity
Imaginary
0.7475070953369141
Misleading
0.6770043969154358
Fabrication 0.6676515340805054
Fraud
0.659699559211731
False report 0.6317102313041687

Some results are shown in Table 5.

5.2

Results analysis

The topic keyword extraction structure is constructed into a star network, as shown in the Figure
5. It can be seen that under some topics, more keywords are found, and some keywords are less. This
is due to the evolution of corporate network public opinion and reflects the main problems behind
the public opinion of the company, according to the number of theme keywords, can predict the
development trend of public opinions [22, 23].
The topic keywords can also be used to construct a co-occurrence relationship network, as shown
in Figure 6. This network abstracts words into nodes in the network, and abstracts the co-occurrence
relationship of words in the word set. It is called an edge in the network, that is, if 2 words appear
in the same word set at the same time, it is considered that there is an edge between them. The
edge is an abstraction of the co-occurrence relationship between words in a word set. Through the
co-occurrence relationship network, tap the internal connection of corporate public opinion [18].
All the nodes of a subgraph are adjacent to at least k other points in the subgraph. Such a
subgraph is called a K-core. K-kernel analysis can find the most closely related nodes in the network,
and these nodes can summarize the structural characteristics of the network [20]. Through the K-core
diagram, local problems of the public opinion network can be found, as shown in Figure 7:
The final plan identified 3092 keywords for corporate public opinion. There are three main evaluation indicators used in this article, namely accuracy rate P, recall rate R, and F value. Its formula
is
sr
p= .
(10)
sa
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Operation

Staff
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Table 5: Thesaurus of synonyms
Topic keywords
’Corporate Bankruptcy’, ’Closed’, ’Debt’, ’Liquidation’,
’Creditors’,’ Resumption ’,’ Stop Construction ’,’ Arrears’, ’Stop
Production’, ’Engineering Payments’,’ No Trace ’,’ Moving ’Empty’, ’Empty’,
’Empty’, ’Empty’, ’Salary Reduction’, ’Closed’, ’Resignation’, ’Salary
Reduction’, ’Management’, ’Dilemma’, ’Crisis’,’ Dilemma ’,’ Disengagement ’,’
Overcoming difficulties ’,’ Stagnation ’,’ Recession ’,’ Imbalance ’,’
Intensification ’,’ Weakness ’,’ Succession ’,’ New appointment ’,’
Assignment ’,’ Assignment ’,’ Treasurer ’,’ Get rid of ’,’ Sink ’,’ Pain ’,’
Despair ’,’ Tear ’,’ Trapped ’,’ Unable to extricate ’,’ Trapped ’,’ Trapped
’,’ Distressed ’,’ Impairment ’,’ Bad debts’, ’Receivables’,’ Accounts’, ’Bad
debts’,’ Routing ’,’ Battle situation ’,’ Great victory ’,’ Reversal ’,’
Rivals’, ’Counter attack’, ’Retreat’, ’Retreat’, ’Retreat’, ’Losing
Soldiers’,’ Early Winter ’,’ Cold ’,’ Advent ’,’ Cold Wind ’,’ Severe Cold
’,’ Subprime Crisis’, ’Stock Market’, ’Finance Crisis’, ’financial market’,
’slump’, ’bankruptcy’, ’mismanagement’, ’business failure’, ’layoffs’,’ chain
of funds’, ’usile loan’, ’lost money’, ’lossy losses’, ’Run the road’, ’Home
broke’, ’Debt repayment’, ’Debt collection’, ’Debt’, ’Creditor’, ’ ’,’ Carry
out ’,’ Fake false report ’,’ Private share ’,’ Illegal ’,’ diarrhea ’,’
Altitude response ’,’ Sickness medicine ’,’ Cultural conflict ’,’ Diarrhea
’,’ Dilemma ’, ’Bottle Bottle’, ’Crisis of Trust’, ’Crisis’, ’Facing’,
’Blessing’, ’Supernatural Power’, ’Saving’, ’Rebirth’, ’Golden Body’, ’Stop
Production’, ’Reproduction’, ’Suppression’ , ’Banned according to law’,
’return to work’, ’capillary’, ’diastolic’, ’dilatation’, ’elasticity’,
’weakened’
’Consumption Association’, ’Disputes’, ’Complaints’, ’Legal
Means’, ’Wages In Arrears’, ’Arrears of Wages’, ’Migrant Workers’, ’Arrears’,
’Appeals’, ’Monthly Wages’, ’Basic Wages’ , ’Wage treatment’, ’Treatment’,
’Performance’, ’Report phone’, ’Complaint’, ’Reporting Centre’, ’Arrears of
Wages’,’ Salary ’,’ Arrears’, ’Migrant Workers’,’ Labor Disputes ’,’
Compensation ’,’ claim ’,’ infringer ’,’ compensation for damages ’,’
obligation of compensation ’,’ report ’,’ consumer ’,’ banner ’,’ banner ’,’
slogan ’,’ publicity Board ’,’ publicity card ’,’ civil dispute ’,’ mediation
’,’ economic dispute ’,’ mediation ’,’ debt dispute ’,’ project payment ’,’
arrears’, ’payments’,’ paid wages’, ’Payment’, ’Wages’,’ Arrears of Wages’,
height
’Unable to Pay’, ’Payrolls’,’ Processing Capital ’,’ Compensation ’,’ Mental
Loss Fee ’,’ Mental Loss’, ’Compensation’, ’ Lost work ’,’ Compensation ’,’
Compensation ’,’ Rejection of compensation ’,’ Plaintiff ’,’ Claim ’,’ Order
’,’ Removal ’,’ Check ’,’ Escort ’,’ Expulsion ’,’ Resignation ’,’
Resignation ’,’ Changing ’,’ Dismissal ’,’ Resignation ’,’ Salary Reduction
’,’ Closed ’,’ Resignation ’,’ Salary Reduction ’,’ Management ’,’ Intangible
Assets ’,’ Trademark Rights ’,’ Unfair competition ’,’ Shareholders ’equity,’
Tangible assets ’,’ Repayment of debts ’,’ Debt collection ’,’ Debts ’,’
Creditor ’,’ Arrears’
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Figure 5: Star networks of subject words
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Figure 6: Keywords co-occurrence network

Figure 7: K-core network
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R=

sr
.
so

(11)

2×P ×R
.
(12)
P +R
sr is the number of texts classified correctly; sa is the number of texts actually classified; so is the
number of texts belonging to the category; F values are calculated from accuracy rate P , recall rate
R.
In order to analyze the characteristics of the new word discovery algorithm in this paper, the
Word2vec algorithm is compared with the method based on association rules, the method based
on N-Gram, and the method based on mutual information PMI in the experiment. Analysis, the
experimental results of the comparison of the last algorithms are shown in Table 6.
F =

Table 6: Experimental results
Method
P
R
F
Association rules 0.521 0.471 0.420
N-GRAM
0.623 0.542 0.561
PMI
0.737 0.731 0.720
Word2vec
0.778 0.778 0.771
It can be seen from Table 6 that in the comparison test with the mutual information PMI, the
association rule-based and the N-Gram-based algorithm, the Word2vec algorithm has achieved a good
performance improvement for the topic new word discovery of corporate network public opinion. It
has been improved. The association rule-based discovery algorithm has such a rapid change, poor
vocabulary standardization, and poor adaptability to emerging public opinion vocabulary that has
large differences in word structure, resulting in low accuracy and recall of new words. For the NGram-based algorithm, although the accuracy and recall rate have been improved compared with the
association rule-based algorithm, in the case of multi-words, this method has a partial recognition
rate for new words. low. The mutual information PMI algorithm is based on the N-Gram method,
combined with the mutual information to merge multiple words, and has further improved in various
indicators. The new word algorithm based on Word2vec used in this article obtained the highest index
value because the algorithm uses a neural network to combine the contextual relationships between
words to vectorize the words of the text and calculate the distance between words, which can quickly
and accurately Discover new words.

6

Conclusion

This paper preliminarily constructs a text analysis framework for corporate Internet public opinion,
and analyzes corporate Internet public opinion from text topic mining, keyword thesaurus construction. This article first combines the vocabulary mined by public opinion text topics with corporate
credit evaluation models, and divides corporate online public opinion texts into operations, employees,
funds, justice, capital, negative corporate news, regulatory penalties, founders and management, and
companies. Credit nine categories and get the keywords under that topic as a seed dictionary. Based
on the new word discovery algorithm, a keyword thesaurus for corporate public opinion keywords is
constructed. The mutual information PMI, association rules, and N-Gram and Word2vec-based new
word discovery algorithms are compared. The results show that Word2vec-based new word algorithms
have improved accuracy, recall, and F value. This is pre-trained with Word2vec algorithm. Text, vectorized vocabulary are closely related. There are also some shortcomings in this study. The selected
cases are limited and there are only six companies, so there is still room for improvement in the topic
classification of public opinion texts, and further subdivided or increased classification.
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